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ABSTRACT

Background Current image sharing is carried out by manual transportation of CDs by patients or organization-coordinated sharing networks. The former places a significant burden on patients and providers. The latter faces challenges to patient privacy.

Objective To allow healthcare providers efficient access to medical imaging data acquired at other unaffiliated healthcare facilities while ensuring strong protection of patient privacy and minimizing burden on patients, providers, and the information technology infrastructure.

Methods An image sharing framework is described that involves patients as an integral part of, and with full control of, the image sharing process. Central to this framework is the Patient Controlled Access-key Registry (PCARE) which manages the access keys issued by imaging source facilities. When digitally signed by patients, the access keys are used by any requesting facility to retrieve the associated imaging data from the source facility. A centralized patient portal, called a PCARE patient control portal, allows patients to manage all the access keys in PCARE.

Results A prototype of the PCARE framework has been developed by extending open-source technology. The results for feasibility, performance, and user assessments are encouraging and demonstrate the benefits of patient-controlled image sharing.

Discussion The PCARE framework is effective in many important clinical cases of image sharing and can be used to integrate organization-coordinated sharing networks. The same framework can also be used to realize a longitudinal virtual electronic health record.

Conclusion The PCARE framework allows prior imaging data to be shared among unaffiliated healthcare facilities while protecting patient privacy with minimal burden on patients, providers, and infrastructure. A prototype has been implemented to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of this approach.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to share patient medical records across providers of different organizations and locations has tremendous benefits for patients and the healthcare system.1-3 Medical imaging is an important category of medical data with unique characteristics. It is among the most expensive and fastest growing procedures owing to continued improvement of imaging technologies. Its growing volume of data is significantly larger than that of other clinical data. It is widely expected that sharing medical imaging data across healthcare enterprises will improve the quality of care and reduce healthcare cost.4

Since 2005, regional health information organizations (RHIOs) and health information exchanges (HIEs) have been established to enable sharing of essential medical information. To date, the majority of RHIOs/HIEs are sharing only summary medical data. Recent studies show the considerable benefits of health information sharing.5-7 To further enable data sharing across RHIOs/HIEs, a National Health Information Network (NHIN) is being developed and is undergoing regional testing.8

Besides the established RHIOs/HIEs, healthcare facilities currently rely on patients to manually transport medical imaging data to other facilities using physical media such as CDs and DVDs. Typically, a patient goes to the source imaging facility, requests a copy of the imaging data, signs the necessary paperwork for consent and other agreements, receives a copy of the imaging data on CDs or DVDs, and then carries these media to the new facility at the next appointment. The new facility retrieves and views the imaging data, and may keep part or all of the imaging data for future reference. Experience in the past few years has shown that this manual process is burdensome and prone to error for both patients and providers.4 For example, the source imaging facility may copy a wrong study to CDs or the patients may misplace their CDs. The requesting provider may not be able to load the CDs or may link the outside study to a wrong patient record after it is imported. On the other hand, this manual process has the advantage that the consent and regulatory procedures are well established. Patients are in full control of the sharing process and can protect their privacy. Furthermore, the sharing facilities do not need prior agreements to exchange data: it is the patient who binds the facilities together by identity matching, consent, and other regulatory requirements.

In this paper, we describe an image sharing framework that fully leverages patient participation to overcome some of the drawbacks in existing HIE approaches.

BACKGROUND

Overview Methods for data sharing can be categorized according to who coordinates the sharing: organization-coordinated versus patient-coordinated; and according to the way in which data are organized: centralized versus distributed data storage.

In the organization-coordinated sharing approach, healthcare organizations form a sharing network with pre-negotiated policies and methods. Users of the sharing network can access patient data from any participating organization at any time as long as they follow the network’s access policies. Patients provide broad consent but are, thereafter, not involved in the sharing process. In contrast, the...
patient-coordinated approach does not require sharing organizations to have direct relationships. It is the patient who coordinates the transfer of data from the source institutions to the destination institution and, in doing so, is able to directly control who has access to what data and, thus, can more carefully protect his or her privacy.

For data storage, most sharing approaches adopt the centralized data strategy, which replicates patient data from all participating institutions to a central data repository. Data sharing is achieved by accessing the central data repository without the involvement of source institutions. In the distributed data strategy, the source institutions maintain the original datasets without such replication. Data sharing is achieved by querying and requesting data directly from each source institution at the time it is needed. In order to enhance the performance of this strategy, a central repository of metadata that indicates the location, type, and other characteristics of the patient data is usually maintained so that the record locator services can efficiently identify all the source institutions with the desired datasets.

**Sharing of non-imaging data**

For non-imaging data, most approaches use an organization-coordinated and centralized data strategy. McBryde et al. proposed a distributed architecture for data sharing in NHIN. They listed five important factors for distributed information architecture: (1) distributed storage; (2) institutional autonomy; (3) oversight and transparency; (4) access control based on investigator needs and institutional policies; and (5) self-scaling architecture.

In recent years, patient-coordinated data sharing has been investigated with the advent of patient health record (PHR) systems. Patients may enter data manually or authorize healthcare organizations to submit data electronically to the PHR. For PHRs that connect multiple institutions, once the data are collected, patients may give their physicians access to their data during future visits.

**Sharing of imaging data**

Both organization- and patient-coordinated methods for general medical data sharing also apply to imaging data. However, the distributed storage strategy is preferred owing to the large amount of imaging data. The Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise technical framework defines the cross-enterprise document sharing for imaging integration profile for organization-coordinated, distributed image sharing. Grid-based architecture has also been proposed for distributed image sharing.

More recently, centralized storage strategies have been adopted for organization-coordinated and patient-coordinated image sharing by some exchanges using cloud-based technologies. These approaches are mostly ad hoc and transient: a provider uploads an image to the cloud, sends the universal resource locator (URL) to the other provider, then the other provider uses the URL to view or download the image. Owing to the large size of the imaging data, they are usually deleted from the cloud after a limited time (eg, 1 month).

The cloud-based approach has also been proposed to enable patient-coordinated image sharing using PHRs. Mendelson described a recent effort by the Radiological Society of North America to enable image sharing using a cloud-based PHR.

**Challenges**

For organization-coordinated sharing, the biggest challenges are how to protect patient privacy, ensure patient safety, and comply with federal and state laws and institutional policies. The current design of RHIO/HIE and NHIN has recently provoked criticism and debate among patient advocates and privacy communities. Related to these issues are institutional trust and liability concerns. Additionally, linking patient records from multiple institutions, the Master Patient Index (MPI) problem, is also a major challenge.

Patient-coordinated sharing can theoretically overcome many of the patient privacy and safety challenges facing the organization-coordinated approaches. However, it also faces a number of significant challenges, especially for the sharing of imaging data using existing PHR models. These challenges include the burdens on patients, providers, and infrastructure.
facility-specific URLs provide the links to services where the actual clinical data, in this case medical imaging data, can be obtained. To ensure strong security, the facility must update the access key periodically or whenever relevant information changes—for example, when a facility’s URLs change. For finer control of access, multiple access keys may be generated for each patient to allow access to different parts of a patient’s health record.

**Patient-linked MPI**

Another critical component of the PCARE master server is the MPI. As discussed previously, the MPI links together patient identities that may be different at different healthcare facilities. In organization-coordinated sharing networks, MPI is established by comparing demographic information in existing records. In the proposed framework, we fully leverage patient participation in their healthcare process by enabling patients to establish the linkage between their local identity and the PCARE identity as a part of their normal registration or check-in process. The MPI created through such physical verification processes eliminates major sources of error in conventional MPI linkage systems.

**Patient control portal**

The third major component of the master server is the patient control portal. We note the difference between a patient control portal and a patient access portal. Most patient portals, including PHRs, are access portals as they give patients direct access to their health data. However, we believe that access to the actual data is not necessary for patients to control their privacy in a data-sharing network. The access keys in PCARE provide metadata information about the type of studies that are sufficient for patients to make their sharing decisions. Therefore, our patient portal is called a _patient control portal_ to emphasize that in the portal patients are admitted to access keys rather than actual health data, and that patients control the exchange of health data rather than view or manipulate the actual content of health data.

In addition to access keys, each PCARE account in the patient control portal maintains an audit log of how and when the keys are used for health data exchange. The audit history is important for meeting security and privacy requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and other local regulations. It also provides useful information enabling patients to manage their own care. For example, the patient will know who has permission to access their information and which facilities and providers have actually exchanged information and when.

**Facility directory, access control, and security/logging**

The facility directory contains a list of all facilities in the sharing network, including information about the facility server in each
participating institution. The access control module is responsible for authenticating and authorizing access to all the components in the master server. The security/logging module is responsible for securing communication channels between the servers and logging activities by various server components as well as users.

**PCARE facility server**
The facility server is the gateway for each participating institution. Each facility server corresponds to one node in the PCARE network that represents one institution.

**Access key management**
As shown in figure 2B, access key management is a core component of the facility server. It is responsible for generating, submitting, updating, and verifying access keys based on data received from the local facility’s electronic health record (EHR) system, radiology information system (RIS), and/or picture archiving and communications system (PACS) and from the master server.

**Image cache and PACS integration**
To the local facility PACS or image viewers, this cache serves as the image source that contains images from external sites. One important function that this component performs is the translation of patient identifying information from the source imaging facility to the local imaging facility. It is also the image consumer that receives images from the local facility and extracts image metadata for access key generation. To all other external facilities, it serves as the gateway to the images stored at this local facility. After the access keys are obtained and verified, this component handles the retrieval of imaging data from the local facility and the transmission of those data to the image cache of the requesting facility server.

**Local patient portal/EHR integration**
Reports for imaging studies are often stored separately from the images themselves at local facilities. The former in an EHR or RIS while the latter is a PACS. With the recent meaningful use requirements of the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, most healthcare facilities have implemented patient portals as either a part of the EHR system or as an independent component to provide clinical data, including imaging results, to patients. The local patient portal/ EHR integration component establishes integration with IT systems of the local facilities for two main data elements: patient imaging reports and patient identities in local EHR and/or patient portal.

**Identity management/registration integration**
This component may be an independent module of the facility server or part of the EHR/patient portal integration. The purpose of this component is to enable registration staff to provide linkage between a patient’s local identity and the PCARE identity via the standard registration process. This linkage is used to maintain the MPI in the master server.

**Access control and security/logging**
Access control and security/logging ensure safety of patient information and compliance of policies and regulations at the facility server level. The design of these components should enable patients to handle authentication and authorization in various ways that minimize patient burden, including verbal requests, phone, fax, access card, and online mechanisms. The security/logging component ensures that data transfers among all services within and across all facilities are authorized and secure. Additionally, this module allows local facilities to define business rules that enforce specific exchange policies for certain user, data, and facility types.

**Prototype implementation**
We have implemented a prototype of the proposed PCARE framework by adopting and extending existing open-source technologies and by developing core components for access key management and patient control mechanisms. Most components are written in the Java language and are integrated using web services-based application programing interfaces.

**Access key management and PCARE registry**
The data structure and algorithms for access key management are central to the success of this framework. In this implementation, the access keys are implemented as tokens, in the spirit of the tokens used in the security assertion markup language standards. As shown in figure 3A, the basic design of a token contains important attributes, such as ID, type, and recipient facilities, and a link to parent tokens.

This token data structure provides sufficient flexibility to enable complex use cases of patient control and data exchange needs. This implementation uses three types of tokens:

- **Access tokens** record parameters for patient authorization: who can or cannot access what data elements during what time period and under what conditions. A chain of access tokens provides the entire history and details of a patient’s authorization decisions.
- **Resource tokens** capture metadata related to the corresponding imaging data. A chain of tokens can further capture the update history of the imaging data.
- **Request tokens** refer to access tokens and provide all the information that is needed by the source imaging facility to verify patient authorization and extract the specific datasets for exchange.

Samples of these tokens are illustrated in figure 3B–E. Here, the access token in (figure 3B) is created for future imaging data to be acquired at a facility while the access token in (figure 3D) is created for existing imaging data to be exchanged. Also note that the access token in (figure 3B) has a scope of “visit ID”, illustrating the possibility of applying this token to only those imaging data that are acquired during a specific visit. The request token in (figure 3E) refers to one access token (ID: 1). It can also refer to multiple access tokens.

**The PCARE card-based kiosk user interface**
To minimize patient burden, we have developed a card-based user interface for easy authorization of data sharing by patients in most clinical situations. Credit cards, bank cards, insurance cards, and various other cards permeate everyday lives and the PCARE card is similar to a credit card. It stores identifying information that allows a patient to initiate image sharing control at a participating facility by swiping the card. A prototype user interface is shown in figure 4A. Here a laptop acts in place of a touch screen automatic teller machine style kiosk that allows either the patient or a facility staff to control image sharing.

Once the identity is established, the patient is given simple choices to control image sharing. As shown in figure 4B,C, the prototype implementation first asks the patient to decide how long and under what conditions. A chain of access tokens is used in the security assertion markup language standards. As shown in figure 3A, the basic design of a token contains important attributes, such as ID, type, and recipient facilities, and a link to parent tokens.

This token data structure provides sufficient flexibility to enable complex use cases of patient control and data exchange needs. This implementation uses three types of tokens:

- **Access tokens** record parameters for patient authorization: who can or cannot access what data elements during what time period and under what conditions. A chain of access tokens provides the entire history and details of a patient’s authorization decisions.
- **Resource tokens** capture metadata related to the corresponding imaging data. A chain of tokens can further capture the update history of the imaging data.
- **Request tokens** refer to access tokens and provide all the information that is needed by the source imaging facility to verify patient authorization and extract the specific datasets for exchange.

Samples of these tokens are illustrated in figure 3B–E. Here, the access token in (figure 3B) is created for future imaging data to be acquired at a facility while the access token in (figure 3D) is created for existing imaging data to be exchanged. Also note that the access token in (figure 3B) has a scope of “visit ID”, illustrating the possibility of applying this token to only those imaging data that are acquired during a specific visit. The request token in (figure 3E) refers to one access token (ID: 1). It can also refer to multiple access tokens.

**The PCARE card-based kiosk user interface**
To minimize patient burden, we have developed a card-based user interface for easy authorization of data sharing by patients in most clinical situations. Credit cards, bank cards, insurance cards, and various other cards permeate everyday lives and the PCARE card is similar to a credit card. It stores identifying information that allows a patient to initiate image sharing control at a participating facility by swiping the card. A prototype user interface is shown in figure 4A. Here a laptop acts in place of a touch screen automatic teller machine style kiosk that allows either the patient or a facility staff to control image sharing.

Once the identity is established, the patient is given simple choices to control image sharing. As shown in figure 4B,C, the prototype implementation first asks the patient to decide how long and under what conditions. A chain of access tokens is used in the security assertion markup language standards. As shown in figure 3A, the basic design of a token contains important attributes, such as ID, type, and recipient facilities, and a link to parent tokens.

This token data structure provides sufficient flexibility to enable complex use cases of patient control and data exchange needs. This implementation uses three types of tokens:

- **Access tokens** record parameters for patient authorization: who can or cannot access what data elements during what time period and under what conditions. A chain of access tokens provides the entire history and details of a patient’s authorization decisions.
- **Resource tokens** capture metadata related to the corresponding imaging data. A chain of tokens can further capture the update history of the imaging data.
- **Request tokens** refer to access tokens and provide all the information that is needed by the source imaging facility to verify patient authorization and extract the specific datasets for exchange.

Samples of these tokens are illustrated in figure 3B–E. Here, the access token in (figure 3B) is created for future imaging data to be acquired at a facility while the access token in (figure 3D) is created for existing imaging data to be exchanged. Also note that the access token in (figure 3B) has a scope of “visit ID”, illustrating the possibility of applying this token to only those imaging data that are acquired during a specific visit. The request token in (figure 3E) refers to one access token (ID: 1). It can also refer to multiple access tokens.
immediately begins the process of requesting and transferring
the authorized images from other facilities to the current facility
for sharing with local physicians. This consent statement also
enables the PCARE facility server to generate tokens for the
authorized local studies and forward them to the PCARE master
server for future sharing.

Figure 3  The access key is implemented as a set of attribute-value pairs known as a token. (A) All tokens have the same general structure; the
“parent token” field allows a chain of tokens to be constructed; (B) and (D) the access token is issued and digitally signed by the patient and provides
the permission to retrieve patient health data specified by one or more resource tokens; (C) the resource token is issued and signed by the imaging
source facility that references the actual patient health data stored at the facility; (E) the request token is issued by a requesting facility to retrieve the
health data specified by one or more access tokens from the imaging source facility.

Figure 4  Patient Controlled Access-key REgistry (PCARE) card-based kiosk user interface. (A) In this pilot implementation, the kiosk is simulated
with a laptop interface. A magnetic card reader is attached to the laptop computer. (B) After user authentication with a swipe of card and entering
a PIN, the patient is asked to choose whether to enable sharing of the images at the current facility. (C) The next screen prompts the patient to
determine whether the prior images from other facilities should be shared with the current facility. (D) Finally, the patient’s selections are displayed in
a consent report that can be printed for future reference.
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RESULTS
The PCARE prototype has been implemented at Wake Forest Medical Center (WFMC), Winston-Salem, North Carolina, USA to assess the feasibility and performance of patient-controlled image sharing. The feasibility study involved one PCARE master server and one PCARE facility server deployed at WFMC and another PCARE facility server deployed at Lexington Memorial Hospital (LMH), a small community hospital in Lexington, North Carolina, USA. For maximum security, all servers were situated between the first and second firewalls inside the demilitarized zone with a small number of dedicated ports opened for network communications. Communication between the servers was over the internet but secured with the transport layer security protocol. The feasibility test was conducted over a 1-week period to ensure that, given patient permission, (1) tokens were successfully generated at local facility servers and submitted to the PCARE master server; and (2) images were successfully transferred between the two hospitals that independently maintained their own design of firewalls and security policies.

Next, a performance test was conducted to study the type of imaging studies that can be effectively exchanged between the two hospitals using their existing network infrastructure. Imaging studies of various modalities and sizes were exchanged over the PCARE network, and their transfer times were logged. As expected, the transfer times rose linearly with the size of the datasets and were limited by the available internet bandwidth. A second performance test was conducted to exchange imaging studies between WFMC and a “simulated cloud hospital” (SCH). The PCARE facility server for SCH was deployed in a virtual machine in a commercial internet cloud hosting provider located in Newark, New Jersey, USA. Communication between WFMC and SCH was secured with a virtual private network connection.

Figure 5 illustrates the image transfer rate for both performance tests (WFMC-LMH in red and WFMC-SCH in blue). Notice that, even with the existing infrastructure of a small community hospital, the PCARE network can transfer more than 500 MB of imaging data (ie, more than 1000 CT images) in <10 min, which is a reasonable waiting time for typical clinical situations. Hospitals with a more modern infrastructure (SCH) will be able to transfer twice as much data during the same waiting period.

DISCUSSION
Conceptually, the proposed framework is a network of networks, similar to the designs of proposed NHIN but with a fundamental difference: while NHIN uses only organization-coordinated sharing, our framework adopts patient-coordinated sharing at the higher levels while allowing the lower levels to be either independent facilities (figure 1A,C) or organization-coordinated sharing networks (figure 1B,D). We believe this hybrid sharing strategy achieves the best balance between physician workflow efficiency and patient privacy protection. By facilitating explicit patient consent and authorization for each specific sharing of imaging data across organization, network, or even state boundaries, this framework dramatically simplifies the problem of reconciling differing regulations, policies, and laws governing data sharing.

Image sharing can be viewed as an access control mechanism for outside images. From this perspective, the key difference between our framework and existing access control frameworks is that we treat the problem of accessing outside data as uniquely different from accessing data within an enterprise. The conventional policy-based and role-based access control mechanisms work well within an enterprise or HIE. However, they become increasingly complex and difficult to reconcile as data from multiple independent organizations are accessed. Our framework uses different mechanisms to tackle these two different access problems which (1) require direct patient authorization to move data across enterprises; and (2) rely on conventional policy-based access control to access data within the enterprise. In essence, our framework automates the manual, patient-coordinated data exchange process that has worked successfully in practice.

The proposed framework does not deal with physicians’ concerns or reservations about using outside images. Addressing these concerns will require standardization of image acquisition, quality assurance, and image interpretation protocols. It will also require mature legal, regulatory, and financial frameworks for cross-enterprise data sharing.

We also note that the consent languages used in the prototype implementation are for feasibility testing only. In a commercial implementation, the messages displayed and printed for patients should comply with, and adapt to, federal and state laws and institutional policies. For example, an informed consent form must be presented to, and signed by, patients before they are enrolled into the PCARE network.

Beyond image sharing, the PCARE framework can be used to implement federated and virtual shared EHR systems with strong protection of patient privacy. A conceptual difference between PCARE and the virtual shared EHR system proposed by Bergmann et al is in the handling of patient consent. As described previously, the PCARE framework distinguishes data access across and within enterprises, and accordingly adopts a two-level consent mechanism: consent for sharing data between two organizations versus consent for accessing data within an organization. This strategy is critical for managing the complexity of legal and policy differences across enterprises and local governments.

A comprehensive assessment of the effectiveness of the PCARE framework requires further development of the
proposed framework and a full implementation in a clinical setting. Both efforts are underway.

CONCLUSIONS
The PCARE framework enables the sharing of prior imaging data among unaffiliated healthcare facilities while protecting patient privacy and data confidentiality. The design of the PCARE network focuses on minimizing burden on patients, providers, and infrastructure, and on maximizing both patient and institutional control over the sharing process. A prototype of the PCARE framework has been implemented to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of this approach.
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